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INTRODUCTION 
	  
The 20 coastal counties of North Carolina are known throughout the world for their beautiful 
beaches and bountiful, yet vulnerable, estuarine ecosystems. For many of these areas, 
resources derived from the coastal setting represent the heart of local economies. 
Unfortunately, over the last century the health of these ecosystems has deteriorated at 
increasingly expedient rates due to a variety of factors, such as increased upstream agriculture 
and livestock operations, increases to impervious cover, and overuse of hard engineering 
stormwater management practices. In assessing the health of waterbodies, non-point sources of 
pollution have been identified as the leading cause of impairment in the United States (USEPA, 
2002a). Under the Clean Water Act of 1972, states are required to identify all waters that are 
impaired due to pollution, based on the use(s) to be made of the waterbody. The North Carolina 
Coastal Federation (NCCF) estimates that in North Carolina over 2.4 million acres of marshes, 
sounds and lakes and over 2.2 million acres of coastal shellfish and swimming waters are now 
registered as legally impaired on the EPA’s 303(d) listing (2014). 
 
PURPOSE 
 
The Town of Cedar Point is located in Carteret County in the central coast of North Carolina. 
The 42-mile White Oak River is a black water river that winds its way through Jones, Onslow, 
and Carteret counties and ultimately runs along the western edge of the Town. In total, it drains 
almost 12,000 acres of estuaries and is renowned as an economic gem, abound with oysters, 
clams, and other marine resources that have sustained local communities for generations. 
However, over the last 25 years, the population along the lower portions of the White Oak River 
has increased by a third and developed land has increased 82 percent (NCCF, 2009). With the 
increases in population and development, growth in levels of bacteria (mainly fecal coliform) has 
contributed to 42 percent of the river’s shellfish harvesting areas being permanently closed. 
State and academic research indicate increased runoff from urbanization is a likely cause of the 
bacterial growth. Currently, several water bodies in the Town are closed for shellfish harvesting 
and swimming under Section 303 of the Clean Water Act. The Town and leading environmental 
restoration, protection, and conservation nonprofit leader, the NC Coastal Federation, have 
joined together to employ the organization’s new Watershed Restoration Planning Guidebook to 
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restore the health of these water bodies. I will be assisting these stakeholders in testing and 
performing the technical methodology outlined in the Guidebook for creating the Plan’s rational 
fact-base. I will also be providing recommendations for strengthening the Guidebook, to include 
ways to use spatial data to accurately estimate current runoff volumes, using zoning and land 
use information to measure future impervious cover, and offer efficient ways for siting 
stormwater management controls (SCMs) and implementing low impact development 
techniques. Lastly, I will perform a downscaled analysis of current and future impervious cover 
for intensely developed specialty areas in Cedar Point to assist the Town and NCCF in planning, 
siting, designing, and implementing SCMs and low impact development. 
 
In 2014, the NCCF released its Watershed Restoration Planning Guidebook to assist 
communities in recognizing the important role stormwater management can play in improving 
water quality. Structurally, the Guidebook is composed of nine chapters; often incorporating 
elements of EPA’s Handbook for Developing Watershed Plans to Restore and Protect Our 
Water and research from the Center for Watershed Protection. It offers ways to engage 
community stakeholders in creating dialogue about stormwater management and steps to 
create a goal-policy framework for watershed restoration planning. Additionally, it outlines 
technical methodologies for developing a rational fact-base from which to make informed 
decisions (primarily using GIS software). This tool can complement existing water quality 
assessments, such as costly and intensive Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) reports. As 
NCCF’s mission is to improve the health of coastal waters, the Guidebook is geared towards 
watersheds in coastal regions. A major goal is to restore waters to shellfish and swimming 
quality – the highest possible use of a waterbody. Unlike a TMDL, it shifts focus to the role of 
water hydrology, low impact development, and land use management techniques in creating a 
more holistic prescription for improving watershed health. It also provides a bottom-up decision-
making approach for watershed planning, whereas the TMDL is normally driven by state 
agencies. The guidebook uses participatory goal-setting processes, fine-tuned GIS analysis, 
and accountability-driven implementation strategies to provide stakeholders a tailored 
management approach for replicating pre-impairment water hydrology. This is intended to have 
secondary benefits beyond restoring waters to shellfish and swimming quality, such as reducing 
sediment erosion and increasing resiliency to flooding. 
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To date, the Guidebook has not been used in its entirety. The Town of Beaufort is currently in 
the process of using it to update an existing watershed management plan. They have the 
technical expertise and financial resources to do so; however, many smaller incorporated and 
unincorporated jurisdictions across the coastal counties of North Carolina do not have the 
capacity to undertake this process. The Town of Cedar Point has limited technical capacity and 
has sought NCCF’s assistance in restoring its lower White Oak River catchments that are 
currently classified as 303(d) impaired waterbodies and closed to shellfish harvesting and 
swimming (NCDENR Division of Marine Fisheries Shellfish Sanitation and Recreational Water 
Quality Section, 2015). Please reference Figures 1-2 below for maps of the project catchments. 
Figure 1 uses parcel data and HUC-12 boundary to delineate the catchments, overlaying 2014 
aerial imagery. Figure 2 is a Shellfish and Sanitation Recreational Water Quality (SSRWQ) map 
highlighting the impaired waterbodies. Please note in the SSRWQ map that Hills Bay 
Embayment is not labelled, yet is included on the TMDL as a separate impaired catchment 
located to the west of Boathouse Creek. Additionally, in the same map the Highway 24 
catchment is composed of the Highway 24 Bridge Area and Dolphin Bay Estate Canal. 
 
Figure	  1.	  Project	  Area	  Catchment	  Delineation 
Figure	  2.	  SSRWQ	  Waterbody	  Closure	  Map	  (NCDENR,	  
2014) 
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A TMDL was released in 2009 by NCDENR, NCCF, and Baker Engineering for Boathouse 
Creek, Dubling Creek, and Hills Bay Embayment – a 945.31 acre drainage area according to 
the report. NCCF has requested my assistance in performing technical portions of its watershed 
restoration guidebook for these impaired waterbodies, which will include generating volume 
reduction goals, provide recommendations for SCM suitability, and offer a sound fact base from 
which to launch Low Impact Development initiatives in Cedar Point. Due to recent data releases 
from the State of North Carolina, this project also included other catchments in Cedar Point in 
this analysis, which will be referred to as “Highway 24.” This was considered important because 
of the proximity of the Highway 24 catchment to the other catchments in this study, as well as 
the impact Highway 24’s stormwater infrastructure has on neighboring catchments (primarly 
Hills Bay Embayment). In regards to the technical methodology outlined in the Guidebook, this 
project will assist with the following sections: 
 
-­‐ Chapter 4: Set Planning Goals and Define the Watershed 
-­‐ Chapter 5: Gather existing data and create a watershed inventory 
-­‐ Chapter 6: Establish volume reduction goals 
-­‐ Chapter 7: Identify Management Techniques 
 
The technical analysis requested by NCCF includes a 2014 update to stormwater runoff volume 
reduction goals for the impaired catchments by using GIS data to conduct the “runoff curve 
number” method for determining runoff volumes. The runoff curve number was first developed 
by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service from an empirical analysis of runoff from 
small catchments and hillslope plots monitored by the USDA. It is an efficient and widely used 
method for determining the approximate amount of direct runoff from a rainfall event in a 
particular area based on hydrologic soil groups, land use, and impervious cover. Please 
reference Appendix Figure 1.1 to see the Microsoft Excel curve number spreadsheet used in 
the Guidebook for calculating runoff volume in acre-feet. Appendix Figure 1.2 is the 
supplemental spreadsheet to catalog past runoff volume estimates, using a pre-impairment year 
as a “baseline,” to calculate in gallons the amount of stormwater runoff to capture and mitigate 
to improve water quality in the target water bodies. 
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Volume reduction goals were conducted for Dubling Creek, Boathouse Creek, and Hills Bay 
Embayment for 1998, 2006, and 2012 (the Highway 24 Bridge Area has never been analyzed 
despite its own closures and proximity to the other three catchments). Interestingly, the previous 
studies relied on field evaluations and local knowledge to calculate figures. The increasing 
availability of reliable spatial data and access to geographic information systems has prompted 
NCCF and the Town of Cedar Point to seek an update using these resources. The results will 
be used to work with local stakeholders in finalizing a Watershed Restoration Plan and drive 
local commitment to implementing low impact development. It will also be used by the Town and 
NCCF to site SCMs for which they received a large state grant. 
 
Determining future levels of impervious cover is valuable for communities by offering forward-
looking scenario-based projections for better decision-making. The NCCF Guidebook does not 
include instructions for making these projections, however, this report will detail the 
methodology and utilize as many resources available in the Guidebook to conduct the analysis 
as possible. By using a community’s current zoning spatial data and zoning ordinance 
dimensions, accurate imperviousness figures can be calculated to show the level of impervious 
cover if all parcels in the jurisdiction were built to minimum zoning dimension standards. 
Providing this analysis to the Town of Cedar Point can assist local decision-makers and 
stakeholders in making needed dimension adjustments to their current zoning ordinance to 
reduce potentially harmful levels of impervious surface with future development. They can also 
be used as the rational fact base for passing local low impact development policies and 
initiatives for new construction. Using the Town’s current zoning map will also allow down-
scaled analysis to be performed for three neighborhoods in one of the most developed 
catchments – Boathouse Creek. Runoff volume estimates for the entire development and each 
household will be estimated, along with current and future levels of impervious cover, to assist 
local stakeholders in creating more impactful mitigation actions for their watershed restoration 
plan. 
 
THE ROLE OF SURFACE HYDROLOGY IN WATERSHED PLANNING 
 
The traditional method for addressing water quality in impaired waterbodies is to perform a Total 
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) analysis to determine maximum pollution levels for a waterbody to 
maintain its desired use(s). In the past, water quality management has focused on technology-
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based, point source control measures to achieve desired levels (Stown & Borsuk, 2003). History 
shows these measures, as the only action taken to meet TMDL requirements, are often 
inadequate in improving the health of waterbodies (Stown & Borsuk, 2003). Collective 
agreement on the serious impact of non-point pollution in watershed health has prompted a shift 
in TMDL development to include detailed analysis of these sources (EPA, 2007); however, non-
point sources of pollution are extremely difficult to characterize with existing monitoring schemes 
due to their intermittent, variable and diffuse nature (Freedman et al, 2003). Consequently, the 
body of literature surrounding the most effective ways to address this type of pollution continues 
to evolve. 
 
A growing movement has emerged 
to better understand the role of 
water quantity (primarily 
stormwater runoff) and surface 
hydrology in affecting water 
quality. Rapid urbanization and 
poorly managed stormwater 
infrastructure have been 
connected to deteriorating 
watershed health due to their role 
in conveying increasing amounts 
of nonpoint source pollutants (Lathrop et al., 2012). In terms of urbanization, the accompanying 
increases in impervious surface have greatly increased the magnitude of stormwater runoff and 
pollutant loads (Arnold and Gibbons, 1996). Experts have associated levels of impervious cover 
with classifications for watershed health (reference Figure 3).  Impervious surfaces significantly 
alter the natural hydrologic cycle by preventing infiltration of precipitation and conveying runoff 
rapidly into stream channels, which increases the volume and peak rate of runoff associated 
with storm events (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). When runoff bypasses the natural filtering 
process provided by soils, access to a critical ecosystem service is lost (BenDor & Doyle, 2009; 
Palmer et al, 2004). Figure 4 visualizes the effect of urbanization on surface hydrology at 
varying degrees of impervious cover. Arnold and Gibbons (1996) provide benchmarks for 
measuring the impact of impervious surface, arguing that exceeding 30% coverage in a 
drainage area earns a “degraded” status. These markers can be useful in setting goals and 
Figure	  1.	  Impervious	  Cover	  and	  Watershed	  Health	  (Arnold	  &	  Gibbons	  1996)	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prioritizing actions for reducing impervious cover or including design standards that mitigate the 
negative effects of rapid urbanization. 
	  
 
A growing body of research argues the effects of surface runoff pollution are more significant in 
coastal plain locations than in other geographic regions. Hirschman et al. (2008) tested the 
runoff from more than 753 storm events in the East Coast of the US and discovered median 
concentrations of nutrients to be 15-25% higher in coastal plain locations than Piedmont. In light 
of these facts, North Carolina has taken measures to improve stormwater management in 
coastal areas through various pieces of legislation, most notable being the Coastal Stormwater 
Rules in 2008. The Rules provide a noteworthy list of requirements and restrictions for larger 
development, as well as development near Outstanding Resource Waters. However, 
development outside these parameters is held under considerably less scrutiny. The aggregated 
effect of less regulated development, which includes sprawl style growth, will likely be a 
contributing factor to increasing surface runoff (Center for Watershed Protection, 2010). 
 
Figure	  2.	  Effect	  of	  Impervious	  Cover	  on	  Surface	  Hydrology 
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Implementing policies to better 
manage the effects of land use on 
surface runoff has been inextricably 
linked to protecting watershed 
health (Center for Watershed 
Protection 2010). Density plays a 
particularly important role in this 
discussion. Recent research has 
shown a positive correlation 
between higher density 
development and reducing surface 
runoff (Jacob & Lopez, 2009). 
Figure 5 shows the results of the 
research, where three development scenarios were used to highlight the surface runoff 
reductions from more compact development. The tools for low impact development extend 
beyond growth patterns; the design and installation of well-sited SCM’s can assist new 
developments in reaching zero net gain targets for surface runoff, as well as offer infiltration 
services to remediate conveyed pollutants. SCMs are devices and/or activities that control the 
quantity and quality of stormwater that flows over land into hydrological systems. The 
usefulness of low impact development and SCMs in controlling surface runoff and improving 
hydrology is unequivocal; however, coordinated policies that regulate and offer incentives for the 
application of these measures continues to be lacking (BenDor & Doyle, 2009). An opportunity 
to make progress in this effort is through the use of collaborative and inclusive watershed 
restoration planning; the US EPA admits its TMDL program does not address the role of the 
community in administering watershed restoration efforts (2007). Poutasi et al. (2014) have 
argued that participatory, bottom-up planning can increase community buy-in (to include 
business stakeholders) and community resilience. It is this sort of approach that the NCCF 
guidebook outlines in order to generate local commitment to improving watershed health. 
 
To combat watershed degradation, federal and state agencies have also released several 
methodologies to help local jurisdictions launch restoration plans, such as NCDENR and 
Triangle J Council of Government’s A Simplified Guide to Writing Watershed Restoration Plans 
in North Carolina (2014) and the USEPA’s 400 page Handbook for Developing Watershed 
	  Figure	  3.	  Surface	  Runoff	  from	  3	  Development	  Scenarios 
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Plans to Restore and Protect Our Waters (2008). The shortfall of these approaches to creating 
watershed restoration and management plans is their general prescription for developing a plan. 
They delegate much of the innovative decision-making and complex site analysis to local 
jurisdictions making the plan. This may be acceptable for well-resourced planning jurisdictions 
with considerable plan-making capacity; however, those without these capabilities may be 
unable to implement these methodologies. The generality of federal and state level handbooks 
also fails to differentiate between geographic settings. As noted previously, the biological 
structure of coastal ecosystems is unique, making a general prescription for creating a complex 
restoration plan considerably more daunting for under-resourced jurisdictions. Fortunately, well-
resourced and adaptive non-profit organizations, such as NCCF, are trying to bridge this gap. 
The NCCF’s Watershed Restoration Plan Guidebook is highly readable and attempts to 
synthesize federal and state regulations, regional guidance, progressive land use management 
strategies, local experiential knowledge, and realistic local capacity. It provides a foundation 
from which local leaders can engage community stakeholders, generate a solid fact base to 
make defendable decisions, and incorporate progressive ideas for restoring watersheds (i.e 
SCM and LID techniques). Lastly, the guidebook is a living document that is evaluated regularly 
and updated to include advances in the field of watershed restoration and management. 
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
	  
The technical portion of this project required extensive use of geographic information systems to 
generate accurate figures for updating runoff volume figures for Dubling Creek, Boathouse 
Creek, Hills Bay Embayment, and the Highway 24 Bridge Area. As stated previously, earlier 
runoff volumes calculated for these areas relied primarily on estimates from field evaluations, 
aerial imagery, and local knowledge. This project will use high-quality down-scaled spatial data 
to enhance the quality of the volume reduction goals and provide NCCF and the Town of Cedar 
Point datasets from which to perform additional analysis for more informed decision-making. 
 
METHODOLOGY & ASSUMPTIONS 
	  
Runoff Volume Estimates and Reduction Goals 
NCCF’s Watershed Restoration Guidebook provided a foundation for conducting technical 
analysis of surface hydrology for the catchments. Geographic information systems were utilized, 
along with certain assumptions outlined in the Guidebook or discovered through research, to 
conduct a majority of the deliverables needed by NCCF – delineating the watershed, calculating 
inputs for runoff volume estimates, generating volume reduction goals, and identifying areas 
suitable for stormwater SCMs and LID techniques. This analysis was performed using ESRI 
ArcGIS and the most current and accurate spatial data available. Please reference Appendix 
Figure 1.3 for a list of GIS data sources. In several instances, different sources for spatial data 
than those outlined in the Guidebook were discovered and utilized for this project that improved 
accuracy and/or provided the data in a more user-friendly and expedient manner. These are 
identified in the column labelled “My Source.” These will be provided to NCCF to update their 
guidebook. 
 
Calculating runoff volume figures using the Guidebook required determining the following 
primary inputs: 
1) Delineation of Watershed/Catchment Boudaries 
2) 24-Hour 1-Year Storm Parameter 
3) Land Use Cover for Impervious Surface Estimates 
a. Right-of-Way (ROW) 
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b. Non-ROW 
i. Residential 
ii. Commercial 
iii. Forest or Open Space 
iv. Water and Marsh 
4) Hydrologic Soil Group 
 
In the delineation of catchments and determining drainage areas, it was assumed Dubling 
Creek, Boathouse Creek, and Hills Bay Embayment are separate catchments. These 
assumptions closely align with the delineation applied in the 2009 TMDL and were confirmed in 
initial consultation with NCCF. It was also assumed that the drainage areas for Highway 24 
Bridge Area and Dolphin Bay Estates Canal waterways could be merged into one catchment for 
this analysis. Maps from NC Shellfish Sanitation and Recreational Water Quality Division were 
used to confirm the physical boundaries of each waterbody. Catchments were then delineated 
and drainage areas determined by using the following spatial data: HUC-12 boundaries, 2014 
digital elevation model with 20-ft resolution, and elevation contours. The spatial analyst 
extension for “Hydrology” was used to determine flow direction and watershed extent to further 
substantiate the delineation. 
 
The Guidebook prescribes a storm parameter for a 1-year 24-hour precipitation event. 
Reference Appendix Figure 1.4 for the output generated from NOAA’s Precipitation Frequency 
Data Server. Using this online tool, it was determined that the 1-year 24-hour rain event 
accumulation was approximately 3.66 inches for the Town of Cedar Point. This figure was 
applied to the runoff calculation tool for each catchment. 
 
The role of various land uses is critical to the Guidebook for determining impervious coverage. 
Specifically, residential and commercial land use designations are employed to determine 
impervious surface from buildings. The NC Emergency Management parcel data gathered from 
NC OneMap uses a statewide, standardized land use categorization with 20 different 
descriptions. Assumptions were established by performing a 10% scan of each parcel use 
description in the four catchments to determine whether they fell into Residential, Commercial, 
Forest and Open Space, or Water and Marsh. Using aerial imagery to estimate impervious 
cover, Appendix Figure 1.5 shows the amalgamation of land use descriptions into the four 
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Figure	  6.	  Impervious	  Cover	  by	  Zoning	  Type	  (Ryznar	  &	  Berke,	  2001) 
categories prescribed by the Guidebook (please note these figures do not include public ROW). 
Using these four designations, a new field was generated for the parcel feature class, and each 
parcel was assigned its corresponding Land Use. An advantage to using this parcel data versus 
a zoning map is the ability to differentiate between built parcels and those that are vacant. This 
enabled more accurate analysis of impervious cover. 
 
Another critical aspect of determining impervious cover in a watershed is the use of public ROW 
property. There is great variability in the amount of impervious surface in ROWs, driven primarily 
by the level of urbanization and the interconnectedness of the road network. The majority of 
ROW property in the project area is completely covered by impervious surface, especially 
Highway 24. However, Boathouse Creek currently contains a large NCDOT ROW parcel that 
has a lower rate of impervious surface, near the intersection of Highway 24 and Highway 58. It 
also maintains a largely undeveloped ROW on State Road 1113. For these reasons, the 
acreage for ROW applied to the runoff calculator was reduced by 50%. The other catchments 
did not contain significant areas of undeveloped ROW property. ROW spatial data was not 
available from public sources, so feature classes for ROW in each catchment were created by 
identifying areas not covered by parcel data. 
 
Impervious percentages for Residential and Commercial land uses were determined using 
Ryznar & Berke (2001) estimates. In their study of the Town of Chapel Hill, they used high-
resolution aerial imagery to precisely 
estimate rates of impervious cover 
based on zoning types, as compared 
to impervious estimates in the 1975 
Soil Conservation Service study. The 
results of this study can be seen in 
Figure 6 – they discovered higher 
estimates of impervious cover by the 
SCS with most zoning types. Using 
aerial imagery to compare Cedar 
Point commercial properties to the 
estimates in the Ryznar & Berke 
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study, it was determined that a 60% impervious rate was acceptable. For residential, a likewise 
comparison between residential land use was more complicated. The most common residential 
zoning found in the project area are the R-15 and R-20 districts. The dimensional requirements 
of these two zoning types are quite similar to Chapel Hill’s R-1 Low Density Residential 
(reference Figure 7 for detailed comparison of characteristics). Additionally, aerial imagery was 
used to confirm likeness in impervious coverage for the other parcel use descriptions 
aggregated under Residential. It was found that the approximately 20% impervious cover rate 
was appropriate for these parcels as well. Thus, it was determined the impervious surface 
estimate factor for the Town of Chapel Hill R-1 zoning district from the Ryznar & Berke study 
would be applied to all Residential 
coded parcels in the project area. 
Using the impervious estimates “at 
build-out” was assumed appropriate, 
as the only residential parcels included 
using this method are already built out 
(vacant parcels were coded to Forest 
and Open Space). 
 
Soil data is a vital component for computing runoff volume figures, as different soil types offer 
varying levels of porosity and infiltration. The majority of publicly available spatial data for soils 
only provide soil type/classification. The runoff calculation methodology in the Guidebook 
requires Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG) spatial data to calculate runoff volumes. To convert the 
soil type/classification data provided by Carteret ConnectGIS, the most current Carteret County 
Soil Survey – Table 16 Soil and Water Features (1987) was used to match each soil type to its 
corresponding Hydrologic Soil Group. Please reference Figure 8 to see the conversion for the 
soil types found in the project area. For instances where a soil type/classification was a 
combination of Hydrologic Soil Groups, the Guidebook methodology was followed and it was 
assigned the lower of the two types. For example, soil classification Ap – Arapahoe Fine Sandy 
Loam is assigned HSG “B/D” in the Carteret County Soil Survey, so by the Guidebook it is 
assigned the HSG “D.” Using ArcGIS, a new field in the soil type feature class was used to 
assign a corresponding HSG to each value. 
 
Figure	  7.	  Residential	  Zoning	  District	  Comparison 
Zoning	  District
Minimum	  Lot	  
Size
Maximum	  Density	  
(DU/acre)*
Chapel	  Hill
R-­‐1 17,000 3
Cedar	  Point
R-­‐15 15,000 3
R-­‐20 20,000 2
*DU/acre	  =	  dwel l ing	  units 	  per	  acre
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Figure	  8.	  Soil	  Type/Classification	  Conversion	  to	  Hydrologic	  Soil	  Group 
 
Once feature classes were created that identified land use and hydrologic soil groups in each of 
the catchments, the two were intersected. The attribute table for each catchment was 
transposed to Microsoft Excel to determine the total acreage, per hydrologic soil group, for the 
residential, commercial, forest and open space, and water and marsh land uses. These were 
then entered into the runoff volume calculation tool to compute overall runoff volumes for each 
catchment. The runoff volumes for 2014 were then entered into the volume reduction matrix by 
each catchment to generate goals (in gallons) for the amount of runoff to capture during rain 
events to mimic pre-impairment runoff quantities. 
 
Projecting Future Impervious Cover 
NCCF’s Guidebook does not include instructions for projecting future impervious coverage 
based on current zoning standards. In order to perform this analysis, zoning spatial data was 
acquired from the Town (reference Appendix Figure 1.6 for current zoning map). Using 
ArcGIS, this was intersected with the “Land Use” feature class prepared for calculating current 
levels of impervious cover for each catchment. The “Land Use” field was not considered when 
conducting this analysis, as the currently vacant properties should be considered built out to 
current zoning dimensions, as outlined in the Town of Cedar Point Zoning Ordinance. 
Consequently, an ArcGIS “summary statistics” query was run for each catchment, using the 
“Acres” field as the “statistics field” and the “Zoning District” as the case field. This provided the 
sum of acreage for each zoning district. To determine appropriate rates of imperviousness for 
each zoning designation, the Ryznar & Berke study was used to find complementary 
imperviousness factors from The Town of Chapel Hill zoning structure (based on matching 
minimum lot sizes between the two zoning ordinances). Figure 9 provides detailed information 
Soil	  Classification Description Hydrologic	  Soil	  Group	  (HSG) Assigned	  HSG	  (if	  a	  combo)
ByB Baymeade	  Fine	  Sand,	  1-­‐6%	  slope A
KuB Kureb	  Sand A
WaB Wando	  Fine	  Sand,	  0-­‐6%	  slope A
NoB Norfolk	  Loamy	  Fine	  Sand B
Ag Augusta	  Loamny	  Fine	  Sand C
Se Seabrook	  Fine	  Sand C
Ap Arapahoe	  Fine	  Sandy	  Loam B/D D
CH Carteret	  Sand,	  frequently	  flooded D
Cu Corolla-­‐Urban	  land	  complex D
HB Hobucken	  Muck,	  frequently	  flooded D
Ln Leon	  Sand B/D D
MA Masontown	  Mucky	  Loam,	  frequently	  flooded D
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on the conversion process and highlights the imperviousness rate used for each zoning 
designation in Cedar Point. 
	  
Figure	  9.	  Cedar	  Point	  and	  Chapel	  Hill	  Zoning	  District	  Comparison 
 
Figure 10 below highlights assumptions made for Cedar Point zoning districts that did not have 
a matching Chapel Hill zone in the Ryznar & Berke study (maximum imperviousness rates were 
used to determine “worst case” scenario): 
 
	  
Figure	  10.	  Cedar	  Point	  Zoning	  Characteristics	  (Special) 
 
Specialty Area Analysis – Imperviousness and Runoff Volume 
To find the volume of runoff generated by Ocean Spray, Little Bay, and Marsh Island 
neighborhoods, parcels were separated out for each development from the Boathouse Creek 
“Land Use” feature class generated to calculate current runoff volumes, and made their own 
Cedar	  Point	  
Zoning
Description Minimum	  Lot	  Size	  (sq	  ft) Impervious	  Factor
Matching	  Chapel	  Hill	  
Zoning	  Designation
RA Rural	  Agriculture 0.0% N/A
R-­‐20 Single	  Family	  Residential	  (Med	  Density) 20,000 19.3% R-­‐1
R-­‐15 Single	  Family	  Residential	  (High	  Density) 15,000 19.3% R-­‐1
R-­‐15M Single	  Family	  Residential	  Mobile	  Homes 15,000 19.3% R-­‐1
R-­‐10 Single	  Family	  Residential	  (High	  Density) 10,000 27.0% R-­‐2
R-­‐10D Residential	  District 10,000 27.0% R-­‐2
CC Church	  Campus 217,800 19.3% R-­‐1
OP Office	  &	  Professional 30,000 52.8% OI-­‐1
B-­‐3 Planned	  Unit	  District 30,000	  (min),	  50,000	  (max) 52.8% OI-­‐1
B-­‐2 Marine	  Business	  District 15,000 65.0% N/A
B-­‐1 General	  Business	  District 15,000 59.4% CC
MC Mobile	  Home/Camp	  Park	  District 130,680 59.4% CC
LIW Light	  Industrial	  Wholesale	  District 43,560 52.8% OI-­‐1
IW Industrial	  Wholesale	  District 43,560 52.8% OI-­‐1
***PUD Residential	  OR	  Business	  PUD 7,260 41.4% R-­‐5
HSCD Human	  Service	  Campus	  District 2,613,600 65.0% N/A
CBOD Central	  Business	  Overlay	  District 125,000 59.4% CC
Zone Description Assumptions
CC Church	  Campus
Used	  aerial	  imagery	  to	  confirm	  matching	  rate	  of	  imperviousness	  with	  
Town	  of	  Chapel	  Hill	  type	  R-­‐1	  zoning
B-­‐2 Marine	  Business	  District Per	  Town	  Zoning	  Ordinance	  (pg	  155),	  maximum	  impervious	  cover	  =	  65%
HSCD Human	  Service	  Campus	  District
Per	  Town	  Zoning	  Ordinance	  (pg	  177),	  minimum	  required	  open	  space	  =	  
35%,	  and	  maximum	  impervious	  surface	  area	  =	  65%
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feature class. The new feature class for each development was then intersected with the 
hydrologic soil group feature class, and geometry was recalculated to get accurate acreage 
figures for populating the required fields in the runoff calculation tool. When estimating per 
household runoff volumes, a statistics query was run on the “acres” field in each development’s 
“Land Use” feature class to determine the average parcel size for each development. Using this 
average parcel size, the Guidebook’s runoff calculation tool was used to project the amount of 
runoff for the average household depending on the hydrologic soil group found for that parcel. 
For the calculations in this report, it was assumed only one hydrologic soil group would apply to 
a parcel. However, when looking at the household level of runoff one should find the actual 
percentage breakdown of hydrologic soil groups on the property and apply it to the runoff 
calculation tool for a more precise estimation. Lastly, when calculating future levels of 
imperviousness and runoff volume estimates, the development’s zoning was applied and 
assumed all parcels built to minimum zoning standards and levels of impervious coverage found 
in the previous section. See Figure 11 below for zoning designations applied to specialty areas 
sourced from the spatial data provided by the Town, current figures for total and vacant parcels, 
and average lot size. 
 
	  
Figure	  11.	  Specialty	  Area	  Assumptions 
 
FINDINGS 
 
Runoff Volume Estimates and Reduction Goals 
In delineating the catchments, Figure 12 shows the acreage of the drainage areas. These 
figures are slightly larger than the drainage areas outlined in the TMDL, which did not provide 
maps or visuals to show catchment boundaries. It also did not explain how land use types were 
determined or how their areas were calculated. Additionally, drainage area figures in this 
analysis are slightly larger than those in previous runoff volume estimates provided by NCCF. It 
was discovered that they did not account for ROW, which caused artificially lower runoff 
volumes for all catchments. It was also found that previous estimates of impervious cover for 
Development Current	  Zoning
Avg	  Parcel	  Size	  
(acres)
Total	  Acres Total	  Parcels Vacant	  Parcels
Ocean	  Spray R-­‐15M 0.47 75.96 167 11
Little	  Bay R-­‐15 0.67 73.95 126 35
Marsh	  Island R-­‐15PUD 0.27 10.53 44 27
Totals 160.44 337 73
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residential and commercial parcels were overstated for some catchments. The most significant 
example of overstatement was the residential estimate for Boathouse Creek in previous runoff 
volume calculations. This is important because land use types have different levels of 
impervious cover; small errors in land use figures can cause runoff volume estimates to change 
by thousands or millions of gallons depending on the size of the study area. 
 
	  
Figure	  12.	  Catchment	  Drainage	  Areas 
 
While developing the fact base, an error was discovered that reduced the accuracy of the runoff 
volume estimates. Specifically, a miscalculation was found when determining the “Water/Marsh” 
coefficient. In discussions with NCCF staff, it was clarified that these areas represent low-lying 
marshland where water typically collects during dry periods but exhibit low rates of infiltration. 
These areas should be included in the runoff volume calculations because they hold pollutants 
that can be conveyed during significant precipitation events. Adjustments were made to the 
2014 runoff estimates using aerial imagery to confirm the acreage of the “Water and Marsh” 
coefficient. Fortunately, it was found that the area observed in this report’s analysis closely 
matched estimates in previous runoff calculations. This adjustment would be vital to the overall 
accuracy of runoff volume calculations, as a considerable portion of the area originally counted 
as “water/marsh” could include non-applicable land uses like upland forest or grassy fields. 
 
The runoff volume estimates in this report illuminated worrying trends in Cedar Point’s 
catchments in regards to increases in stormwater runoff volumes. This is likely attributed to 
noted increases in impervious cover, from residential and commercial land uses and roadway 
development. As noted in the Purpose section of this report, calculating current runoff volume 
estimates provided an opportunity to compare the results of previous runoff volume calculations 
to determine runoff volume reduction goals. Runoff volume estimates from 1998 were used as a 
Catchment Drainage	  
(excluding	  ROW)
Public	  Right	  of	  Way	  
(ROW)
Total	  Drainage	  Area
Dubling	  Creek 374 4 378
Boathouse	  Creek 459 65 524
Hills	  Bay	  Embayment 165 11 176
Highway	  24	  Bridge	  Area 160 24 184
1,158 104 1,262
*all	  figures	  expressed	  in	  acres
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baseline from which to calculate the number of gallons needed to capture to replicate pre-
impairment hydrology. Figure 13 shows the estimated number of gallons for retention, by 
catchment, to replicate pre-impairment hydrology. These figure represent the volume of runoff, 
collectively, the Town should aim to retain and prohibit from conveying to nearby water bodies. 
More detailed land use summary and runoff volume calculations for each catchment, using the 
NCCF curve number spreadsheets, can be found in Appendix Figures 1.7 - 1.10. Detailed 
volume reduction goal spreadsheets for each catchment can be found in Appendix Figure 
1.11. Lastly, reference Appendix Figure 1.12 for a historical graph showing the increase in 
runoff volume over time. 
 
	  
Figure	  13.	  Runoff	  Volume	  Reduction	  Goals	  by	  Catchment 
 
Current and Future Impervious Cover Estimates 
 
Following the methodology described in this report, it was found that three out of the four 
catchments in Cedar Point are “Impacted” or “Degraded” using Arnold & Gibbons watershed 
health classification. Reference Figure 14 below to see current impervious cover percentages 
by catchment. 
	  
Figure	  14.	  Current	  Impervious	  Estimates	  by	  Catchment 
Catchment Runoff	  Volume	  Reduction	  Goal	  (gallons)
Dubling	  Creek 332,345
Boathouse	  Creek 4,085,893
Hills	  Bay	  Embayment 3,936,012
Highway	  24 *
Entire	  Area *
*pre-­‐impairment	  baseline	  not	  available
Catchment
Total	  Drainage	  Area	  
w/	  ROW	  (acres)
Impervious	  Area	  
(acres) %	  Impervious Classification*
Dubling	  Creek 378 4.27 1.1% Protected
Boathouse	  Creek 524 129.08 24.6% Impacted
Hills	  Bay	  Embayment 176 48.89 27.8% Impacted
Highway	  24	  Bridge	  Area 184 61.77 33.6% Degraded
Entire	  Area 1262 244.01 19.3% Impacted
*Classification	  from	  Arnold	  &	  Gibbon	  (1996)
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When using the Town of Cedar Point’s current zoning map to calculate future impervious cover 
under full build-out conditions, it was found that all catchments move to a “Degraded” status 
except for Dubling Creek. Figure 15 below shows estimated levels of impervious cover should 
each catchment be fully built-out with no undeveloped parcels (reference Appendix Figure 1.13 
for more detail). It should be noted that the catchments are currently near full build-out 
conditions, with the exception of Hills Bay Embayment, which could see over a 10 percent 
increase in impervious coverage should it be fully developed to current zoning standards. 
 
	  
Figure	  14.	  Full	  Build	  Impervious	  Conditions	  by	  Catchment 
 
Downscaled Specialty Area Analysis 
The Town and NCCF requested downscaled impervious coverage and runoff volume estimates 
for highly developed areas in the Boathouse Creek catchment. The developments include 
Ocean Spray, Little Bay, and Marsh Island. Using Arnold & Gibbons classification, it was found 
that Ocean Spray is currently “Impacted,” with Little Bay moving to “Impacted” in a full build-out 
scenario. Only Marsh Island, which is one of the Town’s more progressive Planned Unit 
Developments, remains “Protected” in current and future conditions. Ocean Spray and Marsh 
Island already appear to be nearing full build-out conditions, whereas Little Bay has a 
considerable number of vacant parcels. See Appendix Figure 1.14 for detailed information for 
current and future impervious estimates with watershed health classifications. See Appendix 
Figure 1.15 for current and future runoff volume estimates for each development, as well as per 
household runoff volume estimates by hydrologic soil group. Please note that for household 
runoff estimates, figures were only calculated if an HSG was found in the development. These 
figures will help the Town and NCCF gauge the impact these developments are independently 
contributing to runoff volumes in Boathouse Creek. Per household runoff volume estimates 
Sub-­‐Catchment Current	  Impervious Full	  Buildout	  Impervious New	  Classification*
Dubling	  Creek 1.1% 2.2% Protected
Boathouse	  Creek 24.6% 30.1% Degraded
Hills	  Bay	  Embayment 27.8% 38.5% Degraded
Highway	  24 33.6% 35.3% Degraded
*Classification	  from	  Arnold	  &	  Gibbon	  (1996)
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should be used in the decision-making process for siting and designing SCMs in the different 
developments. The following Recommendations section will provide information concerning the 
efficiency and impact of concentrated versus distributed SCMs for retaining and treating 
stormwater runoff. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
NCCF Watershed Restoration Planning Guidebook 
The Guidebook is noteworthy in its ability to efficiently estimate runoff volumes with resources 
typically available to the smallest municipalities, making it a viable option for many small coastal 
communities wishing to improve watershed health through better stormwater management. 
However, testing its methodology highlighted areas where improvements can be achieved. An 
overarching recommendation for the Guidebook as a whole is to make the advanced geographic 
information systems analysis required to perform a majority of calculations for developing the 
fact base more accessible. ESRI ArcGIS is the platform supported by the Guidebook, yet 
obtaining a license is expensive and often not feasible for smaller communities. The open-
source GIS platform QuantumGIS is free and can perform the analysis required in the 
Guidebook. The only difference is the inability of QGIS to create and manage file geodatabases. 
The Guidebook supports the use of these file types for better file management and organizing 
the large amount of spatial data required for calculations. QGIS can only use ESRI Shapefiles; 
using these files versus file geodatabases will require the user to devise an internal file 
management system. Using QGIS can be a vital stop-gap tool for less resourced municipalities 
who wish to use spatial data for accurate runoff volume estimation. 
 
Other recommendations have been organized in a table (reference Figure 16) by relevant 
chapter and section in the Guidebook (chapters pertinent to this report were previously outlined 
in the Purpose) and by whether they are technical or theoretical in nature. Technical 
recommendations refer to new sources of spatial data, types of data, or changes in 
methodologies. Theoretical recommendations are additional analytical processes or conditions 
that could be considered in developing and/or strengthening a watershed restoration plan’s 
rational fact base. Overall, these recommendations offer opportunities to increase accuracy of 
the fact base produced by the Guidebook, as well as reduce staff time required to conduct the 
analysis. This postures the Guidebook as more approachable and feasible for coastal 
communities across North Carolina and beyond when creating a watershed restoration plan. 
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Chapter Section Type (Technical or Theoretical) Recommendation
[Chapter)4]!Set!Planning!Goals!
and!Define!the!Watershed [4.1]!Define!Concerns!and!Goals Theoretical
When!setting!planning!goals,!consider!using!a!2;year!24;hour!storm!paramater!for!scenario;based!
planning.!Changes!in!the!climate!are!expected!to!increase!the!frequency!and!volume!of!precipitation!
events!in!the!near!future!and!communities!may!wish!to!prepare!for!more!severe!scenarios.
[4.1]!Define!Concerns!and!Goals Theoretical
When!setting!planning!goals,!consider!aggregate!current!and!future!levels!of!impervious!cover.!Use!the!
municipality's!current!zoning!map!and!Zoning!Ordinance!dimension!standards!to!determine!future!levels!
of!imperviousness!by!zoning!type.!Then!use!GIS!to!create!a!scenario!where!all!parcels!in!the!municipality!
are!built!out!to!current!dimension!standards.!This!can!help!local!stakeholders!and!decision;makers!adjust!
zoning!standards!or!enact!policies!to!mitigate!negative!effects!of!increased!impervious!coverage!
associated!with!new!development.
[4.1]!Define!Concerns!and!Goals Theoretical
Use!Arnold!&!Gibbons!classifications!for!stream!health!to!help!establish!watershed!restoration!goals.!
These!classifications!are!connected!to!levels!of!imperviousness!in!a!given!area.!Once!an!area!exceeds!10%!
impervious!coverage!and!no!steps!are!taken!to!restore!pre;development!hydrologic!processes,!signficant!
damage!to!the!watershed!will!begin!to!occur.!The!classifications!include!"Healthy"!(<10%!impervious),!
"Impacted"!(10;30%!impervious),!and!"Degraded"!(>30%!impervious).
[4.4]!How!to!Delineate!a!
Watershed!Boundary!Smaller!than!
the!12;Digit!HUC
Technical
Use!Digital!Elevation!Model!(DEM)!spatial!data!and!HUC;12!boundaries!to!better!define!small!areas!of!
analysis!within!watersheds.!The!DEM!can!be!used!in!the!ArcGIS!"Hydrology"!extension!to!accurately!
define!the!boundaries!of!smaller!catchments.!If!your!department!has!access!to!the!ArcGIS!extension!
"ArcHydro"!;!this!software!offers!more!advanced!tools!for!delineating!a!watershed.
[Chapter)5]!Gather!Existing!
Data!and!Create!a!Watershed!
Inventory
[5.2]!Finding!the!Data!Needed!for!
Determining!Base!Flow Technical
Acquire!"Zoning!Map"!spatial!data!for!the!municipalities!you!are!working!in.!This!is!used!to!estimate!
future!levels!of!impervious!cover.!This!can!also!be!used!to!understand!current!land!management!
strategies.!For!example!in!Cedar!Point,!Zoning!Ordinance!standards!for!Planned!Unit!Developments!
ensure!to!set!aside!open/vacant!land.!This!can!be!critical!when!deciding!where!to!install!SCMs!or!LID!
initiatives.
[5.2]!Finding!the!Data!Needed!for!
Determining!Base!Flow Technical
For!North!Carolina!plans,!employ!the!NC!OneMap!GeoSpatial!Portal!"web!service"!connection!to!quickly!
access!and!link!aerial!imagery,!digital!elevation!models,!and!other!large!raster!datasets!to!your!GIS!
workspace.!This!saves!considerable!time!and!data!storage!requirements!by!eliminating!the!need!to!
download!and!maintain!aerial!imagery!on!your!own!system.
[5.2]!Finding!the!Data!Needed!for!
Determining!Base!Flow Technical
For!North!Carolina!plans,!use!the!most!current!"NC!Parcel!Boundaries!and!Standard!Fields!;!Download"!
for!parcel!data.!This!data!is!released!by!NC!Division!of!Emergency!Management!and!is!postured!to!be!
released!on!an!annual!basis.!The!advantage!of!this!dataset!is!the!"Parcel!Use!Description"!field,!which!
identifies!vacant!parcels.!This!eliminates!the!need!to!"eyeball"!land!use!areas,!and!provides!a!more!
accurate!measure!of!land!use!by!parcel.
[5.2]!Finding!the!Data!Needed!for!
Determining!Base!Flow Technical
For!"Soils"!spatial!data,!only!"Soil!Type/Classification"!may!be!available!and!"Hydrologic!Soil!Group"!data!
is!not!given.!To!convert,!use!the!most!current!"County!Soil!Survey"!available,!which!will!have!tables!in!the!
appendix!that!provide!the!relevant!HSG!for!each!soil!type.!Use!this!to!convert!and!obtain!your!HSGs.
[5.3.2.2]!Nonpoint!Sources!of!
Pollution Technical
For!North!Carolina!plans,!consider!using!NCDENR!Division!of!Waste!Management's!spatial!download!
center!to!acquire!sources!of!nonpoint!pollution!beyond!fecal!coliform.!For!example,!Cedar!Point!has!one!
pre;registration!landfill!in!the!Dubling!Creek!catchment!;!this!could!potentially!be!leaching!multiple!types!
of!pollution!into!the!watershed.
[Chapter)6]!Establish!Volume!
Reduction!Goals [6.4.1]!Mapping!Steps Technical
Do!not!include!rasters!in!file!geodatabase,!these!will!inhibit!the!performance!of!ArcGIS.!Save!these!in!a!
separate!folder.
[6.4.1]!Mapping!Steps Technical
The!digital!elevation!model!from!NC!OneMap's!web!service!should!be!extracted!for!the!project!area!so!
that!the!"range"!for!elevation!values!is!more!down;scaled!and!applicable!for!the!project!area.!To!do!this,!
use!the!"Extract!by!Mask"!tool!in!ArcGIS,!using!the!DEM!as!the!input!raster,!and!the!project!area!
boundary!(recommend!using!the!HUC;12!boundaries)!as!the!mask.!Adjust!the!symbology!appropriately.!
The!DEM!file!will!be!used!to!delineate!the!watershed!and!verify!certain!hydrological!features!in!the!
project!area,!such!as!flow!direction.
[6.4.1]!Mapping!Steps Technical
Consider!alternate!means!for!determing!land!use.!Significant!research!and!studies!have!been!conducted!
to!more!accurately!determine!land!use!cover!and!levels!of!imperviousness.!For!this!report,!a!study!
conducted!at!UNC!Chapel!Hill's!Department!of!City!&!Regional!Planning!by!Ryznar!&!Berke!(2001)!was!
used!to!quickly!and!accurately!convert!"parcel!use!description"!codes!to!"land!use"!types!and!find!
corresponding!levels!of!imperviousness.!Chapel!Hill!and!Cedar!Point!zoning!ordinances!were!referenced!
to!find!dimension!standards!for!zoning!types;!these!figures!were!used!to!validate!conversions.
	  
Figure	  15.	  NCCF	  Guidebook	  Recommendation	  Matrix 
 
Stormwater Management for the Town of Cedar Point 
 
The fact base produced following the Guidebook offers a strong rational foundation for 
improving stormwater management. Using accurate volume reduction targets and land cover 
projections, Cedar Point can devise a more comprehensive stormwater management plan 
through SCM placement and land use policy. A plethora of planning, engineering, and 
environmental science research has been produced on the costs and benefits of various 
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stormwater control measures. As the intent of the Guidebook is to restore watershed health for 
shellfish and swimming activities, the primary pollutants of concern when considering SCMs are 
pathogens like fecal coliform. This section will provide recommendations for the Town of Cedar 
Point to help identify major sources of fecal coliform, describe applicable SCMs, and explain 
varying levels of effectiveness of stormwater infrastructure based on design and scale. This 
should assist the Town and NCCF in deciding how to apply grant funding they received to install 
stormwater infrastructure. 
 
Fecal coliform collects on pervious and impervious surfaces throughout a watershed; when 
these pathogens collect on pervious surfaces like forests or grassy areas there is a higher 
chance for natural sequestration like retention and infiltration. However, for pathogens that 
collect on impervious surfaces like roadways, driveways, and rooftops, many of these surfaces 
are connected to stormwater sewer systems which convey the pollutants directly to nearby 
waterways. In regards to roadways, Arnold and Gibbons (1996) discovered the highest polluters 
for e. coli pathogens (a subset of fecal coliform) were residential feeder and collectors streets, 
as well as residential lawns (reference Figure 17). This information is critical when determining 
where to place SCMs; for Cedar Point, the roadways of neighborhoods like Ocean Spray and 
Little Bay have a large number of residential feeder streets. 
 
	  
Figure	  16.	  Sources	  of	  Nonpoint	  Source	  Pollution	  on	  Roadways	  (Arnold	  &	  Gibbons,	  1996) 
 
In addition to identifying sources of pollution, it is also important to determine the type and 
design of stormwater infrastructure. These will rely on the type of pollutant to be mitigated, as 
well as runoff volume estimates for precipitation events. The Guidebook provides the 
methodology for generating runoff estimates; however, designing SCMs can be more difficult. 
The Center for Watershed Protection provides detailed information on SCM types and their 
estimated performance for coastal environments in its Coastal Plain Watershed Management 
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program. For Cedar Point, where runoff volume and pathogens are of primary concern, 
Appendix Figure 1.16 identifies bio-retention, urban bio-retention, and infiltration as the best 
options for balancing the need to retain and treat stormwater. 
 
In addition to performance 
requirements, physical 
characteristics of the 
watershed influence type 
and scale of SCMs. Slopes, 
depth to the water table, 
and soil porosity are a few 
major physical 
characteristics to consider 
when siting SCMs. As 
spatial data becomes more 
readily available and 
comprehensive, suitability 
analyses can be produced using geographic information systems. Using GIS can greatly reduce 
staff time and increase the accuracy and effectiveness of siting SCMs. This can be highly 
complementary to field evaluations and local stakeholder knowledge, both of which provide on-
the-ground intimate information for the watershed. Figure 18 provides standards for SCMs 
across several of the most pertinent physical parameters. These should be used when 
considering where to place SCMs throughout Cedar Point. 
 
Concerning land use planning and siting of SCM infrastructure, Cedar Point must consider scale 
and size. Many new developments attempt to address stormwater by installing a single large 
detention or retention pond to capture their runoff. However, retrofitting current developments 
with this large-scale infrastructure is often not a viable option. Difficulties exist in redirecting pre-
existing stormwater sewers to a new large-scale SCM, which reduces the volume reduction 
potential for this type of project. “Distributed infrastructure” offers an alternative to large-scale 
SCM projects; it refers to improvements, devices, and technologies installed at diffused 
properties to collectively enhance natural stormwater services. They are smaller in scale and 
are strategically sited, often creating a dispersed but interconnected network of natural systems 
Figure	  18.	  Physical	  Parameters	  for	  Stormwater	  Infrastructure 
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to achieve desired mitigation targets (Leurig 
& Brown, 2014). They can be far less 
expensive, such as a distributed network of 
rain gardens on private or public property or 
curb-cut rain gardens interwoven into a pre-
existing street network (reference Figure 
19). Distributed small-scale stormwater 
management systems such as micro bio-
retention are often far less expensive, in 
both installation as well as operations and 
maintenance costs. This makes them a 
financially attractive option for smaller 
municipalities that do not have stormwater 
utilities with sustainable sources of funding (Leurig & Brown, 2014), such as Cedar Point. 
 
Trade-offs to this style of stormwater infrastructure include responsibility for implementing a 
maintenance program to keep the system functioning, and working with private homeowners 
and business owners whose properties are most suitable for SCMs. It is recommended that 
Cedar Point consider a distributed network of bio-retention projects targeted in the specialty 
neighborhoods analyzed in this report, as well as other developments in Hills Bay Embayment 
and the Highway 24 Bridge Area where impervious cover is high. NCDOT may also need to be 
included in the process, as SCMs implemented in roadways are highly effective means for 
controlling stormwater and they will likely be placed in current right-of-way property. Lastly, the 
Town should consider developing a professional and/or volunteer-based program to maintain its 
green infrastructure. Bio-retention, especially micro bio-retention, often requires little 
maintenance when designed properly (VA DEQ, 2011); however, given the Town’s coastal 
location, the likelihood for sand and soil accumulation in bio-retention projects is higher. This 
further necessitates careful preparation of a maintenance agreement to ensure functionality of 
the SCMs and maximization of system performance. 
	  
Figure	  17.	  Stormwater	  Curb	  Extensions	  (VA	  DEQ,	  2011) 
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CONCLUSION 
  
Recent trends in increased estuarine water body closures throughout coastal North Carolina 
prompted environmental non-profit leader North Carolina Coastal Federation to release a 
Watershed Restoration Planning Guidebook in late 2013. Focused primarily on determining the 
impact of surface hydrology in conveying pollutants throughout a watershed, it was designed for 
local governments with varying levels of technical expertise and capacity. Stormwater runoff 
volumes are estimated using the curve number method, a straightforward and widely used 
procedure. This method requires site-specific land use, soil, and meteorological data; these 
datasets are quickly becoming more publicly available for spatial analysis. Consequently, 
geographic information systems are included in the Guidebook’s technical methodology as the 
medium in which to acquire the aforementioned inputs and perform highly accurate analysis. 
This report tested the technical methodology of the Guidebook by building a rational fact base 
for the Town of Cedar Point – a small coastal community with multiple waterways impaired by 
high levels of fecal coliform. By conducting this test, potential improvements for the Guidebook 
were identified for NCCF and recommendations for stormwater control measures were provided. 
 
Cedar Point, like many coastal communities across North Carolina, has experienced 
extraordinary development over the last 30 years. A significant portion of this development took 
the form of low-density subdivisions, fitted with stormwater infrastructure that bypasses natural 
infiltration processes and conveys runoff directly to local creeks and waterways. For Cedar 
Point, this report found Boathouse Creek and Hills Bay Embayment catchments experiencing 
startling increases in runoff volumes and levels of imperviousness over time. Considering the 
2009 TMDL released for the catchments, a clear connection exists between increased 
development and deteriorating watershed health. Moving forward, the Town must endeavor to 
find sustainable ways to retain and treat stormwater runoff; an option endorsed by this report 
includes a distributed green infrastructure network composed of bio-retention and infiltration 
projects. For smaller municipalities like Cedar Point, distributed networks of smaller-scale SCMs 
help balance cost and impact. Ultimately, the Town will need to use the rational fact-base 
produced in this report as a tool for communicating with its elected officials and community 
stakeholders and for shaping an actionable and purposeful restoration plan for its waterways. 
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX 
	  
Figure 1.1 - NCCF Curve Number Spreadsheet – Runoff Volume Calculation Tool 
	  
	  
	  
Figure 1.2 - NCCF Curve Number Spreadsheet – Volume Reduction Goal Tool 
	  
	  
	     
Year
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 0.00
B 0.00
C 0.00
D 0.00
W 0.00
Water / marsh
ROW Total Area 0.00
Precipitation 0
Land Use Summary Table
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
acre-feet cubic feet gallons
Volume Reduction Goals
Year Runoff      
(acre-feet)
Reduction Goals
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Figure 1.3 - List of Data Sources Required to Conduct Technical Analysis 
	  
	   	  
Requirement
NCCF	  Watershed	  Restoration	  
Guidebook	  Source My	  Source
Watershed	  Boundaries	  (HUC-­‐12)
EPA	  My	  Waters	  Mapper,	  USGS	  Watershed	  
Boundary	  Dataset	  (WBD),	  USGS	  Stream	  Stats
USDA	  Natural	  Resources	  Conservation	  Service	  
GeoSpatial	  Data	  Gateway
Soils Carteret	  County	  GIS Carteret	  County	  ConnectGIS
1-­‐year/24-­‐hour	  Storm	  Event NOAA NOAA	  Precipitation	  Frequency	  Data	  Server
Topography/Elevation NC	  OneMap,	  USGS	  National	  Map NC	  OneMap	  GeoSpatial	  Portal	  -­‐	  GIS	  Server
Aerial	  Imagery
County	  Offices,	  NC	  OneMap,	  DCM	  Land	  
Management,	  USGS	  National	  Map	   NC	  OneMap	  GeoSpatial	  Portal	  -­‐	  GIS	  Server
Parcel	  Data County	  Offices
NC	  OneMap	  GeoSpatial	  Portal	  -­‐	  "NC	  Parcel	  
Boundaries	  and	  Standard	  Fields	  -­‐	  Download"	  
2013	  data
Nonpoint	  Sources	  of	  Pollution*
Croplands
NC	  DA&CS	  Ag	  Lands,	  USDA	  Census	  of	  
Agriculture,	  USDA	  Cropscape USDA	  Cropscape
Pre-­‐regulation	  Landfills N/A NCDENR	  -­‐	  NC	  Division	  of	  Waste	  Management
Underground	  Storage	  Tank	  Rust	  Incidents N/A NCDENR	  -­‐	  NC	  Division	  of	  Waste	  Management
Environmental/Conservation	  Easements** USDSA	  Geospatial	  Data	  Gateway NRCS	  Easement	  Boundaries
*only	  listed	  if	  found	  in	  the	  project	  area
**no	  easements	  discovered	  in	  project	  area
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Figure 1.4 - 1-Year 24-hour Storm Parameter for Project Area1 
 
	  
	  	   	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Source:	  NOAA	  Precipitation	  Frequency	  Data	  Server	  (2015)	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Figure 1.5 - Parcel Description to Land Use Conversion 
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Figure 1.6 - Town of Cedar Point Current Zoning Map 
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Figure 1.7 - Dubling Creek Land Use Summary Table and Runoff Volume 
	  
	  
2014
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 0.11 0.03 0.14
B 1.19 0.30 1.49
C 0.00
D 0.00
W 0.00
Water / marsh 100.00
ROW 3.94 Total Area 105.57
Precipitation 3.66 29.52091435
2012
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 2.30 1.70 0.00 0.00 4.00
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 100.00
ROW Total Area 105.00
Precipitation 3.66 28.64567864
2006
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 100.00
ROW 0.00 Total Area 100.00
Precipitation 3.66 28.54996409
1998
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 100.00
ROW 0.00 Total Area 100.00
Precipitation 3.66 28.54996409
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
Land Use Summary Table
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
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Figure 1.8 - Boathouse Creek Land Use Summary Table and Runoff Volume 
	  
	   	  
2014
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 97.74 24.43 22.36 33.50 178.03
B
C 0.32 0.08 6.48 9.72 16.60
D 43.66 10.92 12.07 18.10 84.75
W
Water / marsh 35.00
ROW 32.33 Total Area 346.71
Precipitation 3.66 41.93519921
2012
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 92.85 65.15 28.50 56.50 243.00
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 18.65 12.35 5.85 6.15 43.00
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 35.00
ROW 0.00 Total Area 321.00
Precipitation 3.66 39.63363949
2006
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 75.95 36.05 28.50 56.50 197.00
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 15.20 6.80 5.85 6.15 34.00
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 35.00
ROW Total Area 266.00
Precipitation 3.66 31.59243366
1998
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 67.25 26.75 28.50 56.50 179.00
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 14.00 6.00 5.85 6.15 32.00
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 35.00
ROW Total Area 246.00
Precipitation 3.66 29.43892107
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
Land Use Summary Table
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
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Figure 1.9 - Hills Bay Embayment Land Use Summary Table and Runoff Volume 
	  
   	  
2014
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 79.44 19.86 13.33 20.00 132.63
B
C 3.04 0.76 2.67 4.00 10.47
D 15.38 3.84 0.29 0.43 19.94
W
Water / marsh 15.49
ROW 10.98 Total Area 189.51
Precipitation 3.66 16.38311559
2012
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 11.69 9.87 7.94 21.48 50.98
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 0.39 0.39 0.16 0.24 1.18
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 15.49
ROW 6.53 Total Area 74.18
Precipitation 3.66 12.2960935
2006
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 9.19 5.09 6.01 23.41 43.70
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.24 0.41
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 11.69
ROW 6.53 Total Area 62.33
Precipitation 3.66 10.80942784
1998
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 15.74 7.07 17.14 19.74 59.69
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 0.55 0.24 0.20 0.20 1.19
W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water / marsh 15.49
ROW 1.64 Total Area 78.01
Precipitation 3.66 4.261043585
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
Land Use Summary Table
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
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Figure 1.10 - Highway 24 Bridge Area Land Use Summary Table and Runoff Volume 
	  
  
     
2014
Soil Group Residential 
Open Space
Residential 
Impervious
Commercial 
Open Space
Commercial 
Impervious
Total Area
A 38.69 9.67 6.74 10.11 65.21
B
C 10.39 2.60 5.00 7.50 25.48
D 15.81 3.95 2.52 3.77 26.05
W
Water / marsh 8.92
ROW 24.17 Total Area 149.84
Precipitation 3.66 18.75695901Runoff Volume (acre-feet)
Land Use Summary Table
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Figure 1.11 - Volume Reduction Goals for all Catchments 
	  
  
  
  
  
acre-feet cubic feet gallons
2014 29.52
2012 28.6 0.92 40,075 299,762
2006 28.5 1.02 44,431 332,345
1998 28.5 1.02 44,431 332,345
   
Dubling Creek Volume Reduction Goals
Year Runoff      
(acre-feet)
Reduction Goals
acre-feet cubic feet gallons
2014 41.94
2012 39.6 2.34 101,930 762,439
2006 31.6 10.34 450,410 3,369,070
1998 29.4 12.54 546,242 4,085,893
   
Boathouse Creek Volume Reduction Goals
Year Runoff      
(acre-feet)
Reduction Goals
acre-feet cubic feet gallons
2014 16.38
2012 12.3 4.08 177,725 1,329,382
2006 10.8 5.58 243,065 1,818,125
1998 4.3 12.08 526,205 3,936,012
   
Hills Bay Embayment Volume Reduction Goals
Year Runoff      
(acre-feet)
Reduction Goals
acre-feet cubic feet gallons
2014 18.8
   
   
*no data prior to 2014 provided for this project
Highway 24 Bridge Area Volume Reduction Goals
Year Runoff      (acre-
feet)
Reduction Goals
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Figure 1.12 - Historical Runoff Volume Estimates by Catchment 
 
	  
 
 
Figure 1.13 - Current and Future Impervious Cover Estimates by Catchment 
 
 
  
     
0	  
5,000,000	  
10,000,000	  
15,000,000	  
20,000,000	  
25,000,000	  
30,000,000	  
35,000,000	  
Dubling	  Creek	   Boathouse	  
Creek	  
Hills	  Bay	  
Embayment	  
Highway	  24	   En\re	  Area	  
Runoﬀ	  Volume	  Es_mates	  (gallons)	  
1998	   2006	   2012	   2014	  
1.1%	  
24.6%	  
27.8%	  
33.6%	  
19.3%	  
2.2%	  
30.1%	  
38.5%	  
35.3%	  
19.9%	  
Dubling	  Creek	   Boathouse	  Creek	   Hills	  Bay	  
Embayment	  
Highway	  24	   En\re	  Area	  
Total	  Impervious	  Cover	  
Current	  Impervious	   Full	  Buildout	  Impervious	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Figure 1.14 - Downscaled Analysis for Specialty Areas (Impervious) 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	   	  
Development Current	  Zoning
Current	  
Impervious	  (%)
Full	  Buildout	  
Impervious	  (%)
Ocean	  Spray R-­‐15M 13.99 15.21
Little	  Bay R-­‐15 8.18 14.27
Marsh	  Island R-­‐15PUD 1.76 2.62
13.99	  
8.18	  
1.76	  
15.21	  
14.27	  
2.62	  
Ocean	  Spray	   Li_le	  Bay	   Marsh	  Island	  
Total	  Impervious	  Cover	  
Current	  Impervious	  (%)	   Full	  Buildout	  Impervious	  (%)	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Figure 1.15 - Downscaled Analysis for Specialty Areas (Runoff Volume) 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Development Current	  Runoff	  Volume
Full	  Buildout	  
Runoff	  Volume
HSG	  A HSG	  C HSG	  D
Ocean	  Spray 2,115,753 2,240,554 3,259 26,720
Little	  Bay 1,277,989 1,942,726 4,888 30,630 37,799
Marsh	  Island 97,397 151,521 6,191
Totals 3,491,140 4,334,802
*all	  figures	  in	  this	  table	  are	  in	  acres
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Figure 1.16 - Performance Standards for Common Stormwater Control Measures 
	  
	  
